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"It is really interesting that the exercise you get from 
transporting yourself to school reflects on your ability to 

concentrate for about four hours into the school day,” says 
Professor Niels Egelund, of Aarhus University, who is responsible 

for the research design.

Professor Niels Egelund, of Aarhus University

20,000 school children aged 5-19 
Danish Mass Experiment 2012





Progammes combining infrastructure changes and 
education are most effective long term



Active transportation to school 
is a win-win situation

• Kids concentrate better
• They are more active
• It is cost effective
• …. And parents in Cochrane

want their kids to be able
to do so



Bike Cochrane Schools Survey 2021
Aimed to capture both broad and deep insight
into who is and isn’t using active transport for 
school commute, motivations and barriers.

Demographics 
questions

Distributed by schools to students and parents. 
Also publicized in local papers and social media.

269 responses



Transport 
behaviours



Bike access?
Keen bike people or 
broader spread?



Beliefs around 
safe travel



Additional details



Open field captured 
lots of detail



91% of survey 
respondents WOULD 
bike to school if there 
were a safe route.

Schools active 
transportation survey
results

This potentially removes a large number of private 
vehicles from roads and importantly removes them 
from the areas around schools.



Data validation – responses from a good 
range of schools



Some clusters of neighbourhoods combined for 
subsequent analysis. E.g. West Valley/West 
Point/West Terrace -> “West Cochrane”

Data validation – responses from a good 
range of neighbourhoods



Data validation – responses from a good 
range of grades



• Not all respondents are ‘biking’ people
• Sending the survey via schools captured

data from a broader population and 
reduced bias.

Data validation – Are we capturing more than 
just the keen biking families?



How do you normally get to school?
• High bus usage
• High private car usage
• -> These contribute to 

congestion around 
schools

• These data mirror 
what school board 
have told us

• More than 100% total 
– respondents could 
choose more than one 
option



Do you ever use active transportation?

43% never use active 
transportation for 
their commute

But they have told us 
they would like to…



Across all respondents, which area are they travelling from and to which 
school? Do they perceive their route as safe for active transportation?

Clusters of routes 
which could be busy.
Quite a lot of safety 
concern.



Clusters of routes 
which are busy.
These safety 
concerns are 
grounded in 
experience.

Of respondents who always/seasonally/occasionally use active 
transportation to get to school, how do they perceive their route? 

Unsurprisingly, fewer of these 
respondents describe their route as 
unsafe,  but many have concerns (teal 
dots). These are worth paying 
attention to, as they are presented by 
people actively using the routes and 
familiar with them.



Students who never use active transportation, but say they 
would like to always or sometimes. This is a big group. Many 
perceive their routes as unsafe.



Students who never use active transportation, but say they would like to 
always or sometimes. Why don’t they? 

Clusters denote potentially busy 
routes. Lots of safety concerns 
showing up as barriers.



Who wants to be 
able to use active 
transportation?
Primarily students with 
journeys under 30 minutes, but 
not exclusively. There is 
a good spread across grades, 
with interest expressed in both 
the younger grades
and from independent high 
schoolers.



Students who never use active transportation, but say they would like to always or sometimes. Their comments:

[1] Too far/take too long                                                
[2] Kids are too little                                                  
[3] Plan to in the future with the family                                
[4] Too much uphill                                                      
[5] Unsafe                                                               
[6] Unsafe                                                               
[7] Unsafe                                                               
[8] Unsafe                                                               
[9] Too much uphill                                                      

[10] Too far/Take too long;  Unsafe                                       
[11] No or limited bike racks at school                                   
[12] Too much uphill                                                      
[13] Too much uphill                                                      
[14] Too much uphill                                                      
[15] Unsafe                                                               
[16] Too much uphill                                                      
[17] Unsafe                                                               
[18] Unsafe                                                               
[19] Unsafe                                                               
[20] Unsafe                                                               
[21] Unsafe                                                               

22] Too far/take too long                                                
[23] Too far/take too long                                                
[24] Unsafe                                                               
[25] Too far/take too long                                                
[26] Unsafe                                                               
[27] Unsafe                                                               
[28] Too far/take too long                                                
[29] Too much uphill                                                      
[30] Too far/take too long                                                
[31] Unsafe                                                               
[32] Too far/take too long                                                
[33] not old enough to cross railway tracks 
without supervision           
[34] Unsafe                                                               
[35] Winter season is cold                                                
[36] Both a little too far and unsafe.                                    
[37] Too far (to go all the way around) or 
unsafe to down Highway         
[38] Too far/take too long                                                
[39] Dont have bike lock                                                  
[40] Too much uphill                                                      

41] Unsafe                                                               
[42] Too much stuff to take along and 
overall too long and steep of a ride
[43] Too far/take too long                                                
[44] Unsafe                                                               
[45] Dangerous path to school                                             
[46] Unsafe                                                               
[47] Too far/take too long                                                
[48] Too far/take too long                                                
[49] Unsafe                                                               
[50] Too far/take too long                                                
[51] Too much uphill                                                      
[52] Too much uphill                                                      
[53] Unsafe                                                               
[54] Never think of it                                                    
[55] Too Far, Unsafe, to much uphill                                      
[56] Too far/take too long                                                
[57] Unsafe                                                               
[58] Too much uphill                                                      
[59] Unsafe                                                               
[60] Too far/take too long                                                
[61] Too far/take too long                                                



Students who never use active transportation, but say they would like to always or sometimes. Their comments:

[62] Unsafe                                                               
[63] Never think of it                                                    
[64] Unsafe                                                               
[65] Unsafe                                                               
[66] Too far/take too long                                                
[67] Too far/take too long                                                
[68] Too far/take too long                                                
[69] Too much uphill                                                      
[70] Don't like it                                                        
[71] Too far/take too long                                                
[72] Because I have a car to drive but I would if I couldnâ€™t drive      
[73] Too far/take too long                                                
[74] Too far/take too long                                                
[75] Unsafe                                                               
[76] Too far/take too long                                                
[77] Too much uphill                                                      
[78] Unsafe                                                               
[79] Too much uphill                                                      
[80] Too far/take too long                                                
[81] Too far/take too long                                                

82] Too far/take too long                                                
[83] Unsafe                                                               
[84] Distance/time                                                        
[85] Unsafe                                                               
[86] Too far/take too long                                                
[87] Too much uphill                                                      
[88] Unsafe                                                               
[89] Unsafe                                                               
[90] Too far/take too long                                                
[91] Unsafe                                                               
[92] Unsafe                                                               
[93] Unsafe                                                               
[94] Too much uphill                                                      
[95] Too far/take too long                                                
[96] Too much uphill                                                      
[97] Unsafe                                                               
[98] There is no safe route along the highway                             
[99] Too far/take too long 



Further comments from
respondents who want to 
use active transportation 
but never do.



Red and orange pins show safety 
concerns or barriers to active 
transportation from comments in 
2021 survey

Clusters of 
concern

1. Crossing 1A from 
downtown heading 
towards tri-schools 

2. Crossing HW22 at 
Quigley

3. Path through Ranche

4. No direct route to town 
from Heritage Hills and 
Heartland

5. Quigley Drive



Red and orange pins show safety 
concerns or barriers to active 
transportation from comments in 
2021 survey

Clusters of 
concern

May be remedied by 
current 1A works

Requires input from Town 
and AB transportation

Path through Ranche

1A work includes plans for 
pathways here.
Scheduled for reworking 
in next few years. 
Opportunity to re-design.

Some of these clusters are 
addressed by work planned or 
ongoing. But they illustrate some 
core issues that are relevant to the 
wider Cochrane context. 



Wayfinding

Traffic interaction

Slope angles
Personal safety:
Wildlife
Lighting Planning



Traffic interaction
The less confident the rider, the more 

separation they need from traffic.



Rachel Road Rider

Goals/Objectives
• Rachel bikes to Cochrane to ‘get 

out of the city’
• Often bikes along the highway 

shoulder (1A and 22)

Why does Cochrane care?
• Brings money into local economy

• Stop for a latte, ice cream, bike 
repair

• Cycling visitors tend to spend more 
on average per trip than other 
visitors ($255/trip vs $171/trip per 
Tour by Bike 2017)



Gordon Gravel Biker

Goals/Objectives
• Gordon values being able to ride 

his bike away from cars and 
truck traffic

• Lives an active lifestyle

Why does Cochrane care?
• Brings money into local economy

• Stop for a latte, ice cream, bike 
repair

• Cycling visitors tend to spend 
more on average per trip than 
other visitors ($255/trip vs 
$171/trip per Tour by Bike 2017)



Monty Mountain Biker

Goals/Objectives
• Monty wants to recreate in Town

• More than 50% of respondents to Bike 
Cochrane 2021 survey said they left 
Cochrane at least once a week to ride their 
bikes elsewhere

• Being able to have a fun ‘lunch time ride’ 
is a HUGE benefit for active employees

• ‘Knowledge Economy’ employees value this 
very highly

• Not having to drive somewhere means you 
can actually have a quick bike ride during 
lunch

• Join other local riders during lunch with 
similar goals/objectives

Why does Cochrane care?
• In addition to servicing the 30,000 

Cochrane residents’ recreation needs, we 
have ~1.5M residents within a short drive

• Tourism potential
• Weekend visit potential
• Economic benefit
• Hosting events

• Opportunity for high school MTB team 
development

• Extension to excellent Cochrane BMX club 



Cathy Casual Rider

Goals/Objectives
• Cathy wants to bike to recreation 

activities at Spray Lakes, pickleball 
courts, tennis courts

• Might be using an e-bike to help 
with hills in town

• Would like to try longer rides with 
future Canmore to Cochrane trail

• Likely a member at Spray Lakes rec 
center

Why does Cochrane care?
• 34% of Cochrane residents are 50+ 

(Stats Can 2017 Census) and many 
choose to live in Cochrane to 
remain active



Freddy Family Biker

Goals/Objectives
• Freddy rides his bike to take his kids 

to school
• Cares about safety of all riders, no 

matter what age
• Wants a protected all-year route to 

get to schools, Spray Lakes, parks, 
playgrounds, grocery stores

• May choose to bike for shorter trips to 
avoid needing a 2nd vehicle

• Wants to improve his fitness level and 
may join a local club

Why does Cochrane care?
• Quality of life

• Calgary Avenue 2020 magazine rated best 
neighborhoods as having a high proportion 
of park pace, good access to pathway 
system, and a high walk score

• This brings new residents to Cochrane and 
encourages present residents to use their 
bikes for transportation

• Safety of kids in traffic
• Biking to work reduces CO2 emissions 



Cycling trails/routes

Rachel is 
comfortable 
here

Gordon is 
comfortable 
here

Cathy, Monty, and Freddy are 
comfortable here
This accounts for 69% of population

Source – City of Vancouver Design Guidelines 
for All Ages and Abilities Cycling 



Collisions involving cyclists/pedestrians in 
Cochrane area (from AB Transportation)
• Most recent 5 year period (2013-

2017)
• Total of 33 collisions involving 

bicyclists
• 27 injury collisions, 6 property-only
• Total of 31 collisions involving 

pedestrians
• 24 injury collisions, 4 fatal collisions, 3 

property damage collisions

• Location data can’t be released if 
less than 5 incidents happened 
(due to FOIP)

• No ‘reported collision hotspots’ per 
AB Transportation

• A few locations had multiple collisions
• Sunset Circle and Sunset Drive (active 

crosswalk)
• Glenbow Drive and Glenpatrick Road 

(active crosswalk and bike lane 
location)

• 1st St, Centre Ave, Glenbow Drive, 
Quigley Drive, River Heights Drive, 
Springbank RoadTraffic Safety



Edmonton Vision Zero



Edmonton 
Vision Zero

Infrastructure
& 

education



Edmonton Downtown Bike Network
• Separated bike lanes
• Low cost pre-cast concrete barriers
• Vertical poles for visibility
• Green paint at every intersection
• Traffic signals reconfigured



Edmonton
Downtown 
Bike Network

People feel safe in protected 
lanes

People use infrastructure 
they feel safe in

Engagement and education with 
cyclists and motorists



Slope angles
Some of Cochrane’s bike pathway network 
is much steeper than what is useful and 
safe for bikes, strollers, wheelchairs, and 
other users



City of Calgary 
pathway design 
guidelines



City of Vancouver guidelines*

* Vancouver design-guidelines-for-all-ages-and-
abilities: https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/design-
guidelines-for-all-ages-and-abilities-cycling-
routes.pdf

https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/design-guidelines-for-all-ages-and-abilities-cycling-routes.pdf


Bike Cochrane testing of Cochrane’s pathways

• Climbing from Ranche House to 
Sunset was tested using a set of 
Garmin Vector 3 Power Pedals

• Measuring power exerted in Watts 
allows a sense of ‘how hard is it’ 
to bike

• Competitive cyclists train using 
power rather than heart rate

• Tested with a mountain bike 
pulling a Chariot with a 40 lb 3 
year old

‘The Black 
Snake’

‘Climb to Sunset View’



Power benchmarking to Pro Cyclists

• Average Tour de France rider 
generates ~350-375W on big 
climbs*

• Big climbs average >10% grade

• An ordinary rider on the same 
hill climb averages ~175-200W*

• Most e-bikes capped at 600W

* Bicycling.com review of Tour Cyclists: https://www.bicycling.com/racing/a20037750/you-versus-a-tour-de-
france-pro-cyclist/

https://www.bicycling.com/racing/a20037750/you-versus-a-tour-de-france-pro-cyclist/


Peak power output 400-500W 
with highest peak power at 
highest slope angles of pathway 
(range of 6-13%)

Peak power output 560W with 
highest peak power at highest slope 
angles of pathway (range of 6-20%)

Black snake 
(Ranchehouse park) Sunset View climb



Results of Testing
• Snapped rear derailleur hanger on last section of climb to 

Sunset View
• Had to carry bike and trailer



4th Avenue pathway

Bike counter May 2021

Total: 62 bikes during the month

Timings not consistent with commuting

Why? It’s steep. 10-16% grade, peak of 
18%. Sidewalk is significantly less steep and 
so a more appealing route to most users.



Wildlife, 
lighting, 
planning



Wayfinding
Comments indicating 
people don’t know that 
safer routes are available



Where do we go from here?

• Kids in Cochane want to walk and wheel to school
• Both those who do and those who don’t currently 

use active transportation have some major safety 
concerns

• But these are not insurmountable problems
• Cochrane already has some great plans with real 

vision for active transportation in town 
(Connecting Communities, Bicycle Network Plan)

• Implementing these plans helps a variety of user 
groups from the very young in strollers to the 
seniors on mobility scooters

• There is an appetite among Cochranites for these 
plans to be implemented
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